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types of lung diseases their causes webmd
May 13 2024

diseases that affect your chest wall include obesity hypoventilation syndrome extra weight on your chest and belly can make it hard for your chest to expand

chest pain symptoms and causes mayo clinic
Apr 12 2024

chest pain appears in many forms ranging from a sharp stab to a dull ache sometimes chest pain feels crushing or burning in certain cases the pain travels up the
neck and into the jaw and then spreads to the back or down one or both arms many different problems can cause chest pain

7 common respiratory diseases verywell health
Mar 11 2024

some respiratory diseases are acute like an infection that will get better with treatment while others are or become chronic and need to be managed this article will
look at the seven most common respiratory diseases their symptoms diagnosis and what causes them

chest pain left center and right sided causes
Feb 10 2024

perhaps the most worrisome cause of chest pain is a heart attack a sudden blockage of blood flow in the coronary arteries that supply blood to the heart causes the
injury and death of the heart muscle

heart disease symptoms and causes mayo clinic
Jan 09 2024

overview heart disease describes a range of conditions that affect the heart heart diseases include blood vessel disease such as coronary artery disease irregular
heartbeats arrhythmias heart problems you re born with congenital heart defects disease of the heart muscle heart valve disease
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copd symptoms and causes mayo clinic
Dec 08 2023

emphysema and chronic bronchitis are the two most common conditions that contribute to copd these two conditions usually occur together and can vary in
severity among individuals with copd chronic bronchitis is inflammation of the lining of the bronchial tubes which carry air to and from the air sacs alveoli of the
lungs

chest pain 27 causes symptoms and when to see a doctor
Nov 07 2023

pain in the chest can cause anxiety and worry but while some causes are severe such as heart attacks many of the potential causes are less worrisome learn more
here

what are common lung diseases medical news today
Oct 06 2023

the three main categories of lung disease each encompass different diseases including asthma pulmonary fibrosis and pulmonary edema how lungs work liderina
getty images the lungs are an

lung and chest diseases and conditions brigham and women s
Sep 05 2023

learn about the diseases and conditions treated by thoracic surgeons and pulmonologists in the lung center at brigham and women s hospital

chest pain what it feels like causes treatment
Aug 04 2023

chest pain is a pain or discomfort in any area of your chest it may spread to other areas of your upper body including down your arms or into your neck or jaw chest
pains can be sharp or dull you may feel tightness or achiness or you may feel like something is crushing or squeezing your chest
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chest pain types causes and treatment health
Jul 03 2023

what does chest pain feel like chest pains can feel different from person to person and often depends on what s causing the discomfort the pain can be chronic long
term come and go or get

what are 14 serious lung diseases 7 signs symptoms
Jun 02 2023

unexplained chest pain that gets worse when you breathe in or cough can be a warning sign pain in your chest back or shoulder that is not related to your cough
could be a sign of respiratory illness

diseases of the lungs verywell health
May 01 2023

lung diseases are categorized into three subgroups airway diseases lung tissue diseases lung circulation diseases most chronic lung diseases involve a combination
of types verywell hilary allison how many people have lung disease

acute chest syndrome symptoms and diagnosis american lung
Mar 31 2023

what are the symptoms of acute chest syndrome the signs and symptoms of acute chest syndrome can vary children are more likely to have an infection that will
present respiratory symptoms and fever adults are more likely to have pain in the chest arms and legs as well as shortness of breath and vaso occlusive pain
episodes

angina chest pain american heart association
Feb 27 2023

angina is chest pain or discomfort caused when your heart muscle doesn t get enough oxygen rich blood it may feel like pressure or squeezing in your chest the
discomfort also can occur in your shoulders arms neck jaw abdomen or back angina pain may even feel like indigestion
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chest pain 11 causes symptoms and treatment options forbes
Jan 29 2023

many health conditions can lead to chest pain ranging from less severe causes like gastroesophageal reflux to potentially life threatening causes like cardiovascular
diseases

chest infection symptoms causes treatments and more
Dec 28 2022

prevention learn more summary a chest infection is an infection impacting the lungs or airways while many chest infections are mild and go away on their own
some can be more serious and require medical treatment there are different types of chest infections the two most common types are bronchitis and pneumonia

chest pain diagnosis and treatment mayo clinic
Nov 26 2022

pain in the chest has many possible causes and some of them are serious here s why it s so important to see your health care provider about chest pain

introduction to chest injuries injuries and poisoning
Oct 26 2022

symptoms diagnosis treatment chest injuries most often affect the ribs upper part of the abdomen lungs blood vessels heart muscles soft tissues and breastbone
sometimes the esophagus collarbone or shoulder blade is also injured in the united states chest injuries cause about 25 of deaths due to severe injury

chest infection symptoms treatment and prevention patient
Sep 24 2022

pneumonia and bronchitis are the most common chest infections bronchitis is usually caused by a viral infection with between 1 and 10 of cases being caused by
bacteria pneumonia is usually due to bacterial infection pneumonia may be serious and need hospital admission in this article chest infection symptoms causes of a
chest infection
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